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Method and Apparatus for Distributing Keying Information

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a method and apparatus for distributing IP

Multimedia Subsystem related keying information and in particular, though not

necessarily, to a method and apparatus for distributing service related keying

information.

Background to the Invention

IP Multimedia Core Network Subsystem (IMS) is the technology defined by the

Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) to provide IP Multimedia services

over mobile communication networks (3GPP TS 22.228, TS 23.228, TS 24.229,

TS 29.228, TS 29.229, TS 29.328 and TS 29.329 Release 5 and Release 6).

IMS provides key features to enrich the end-user person-to-person

communication experience through the integration and interaction of services.

IMS allows new rich person-to-person (client-to-client) as well as person-to-

content (client-to-server) communications over an IP-based network. The IMS

makes use of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) to set up and control calls or

sessions between user terminals (or user terminals and application servers).

The Session Description Protocol (SDP), carried by SIP signalling, is used to

describe and negotiate the media components of the session. Whilst SIP was

created as a user-to-user protocol, IMS allows operators and service providers

to control user access to services and to charge users accordingly.

Figure 1 illustrates schematically how the IMS fits into the mobile network

architecture in the case of a GPRS/PS access network. Call/Session Control

Functions (CSCFs) operate as SIP proxies with the IMS. The 3GPP

architecture defines three types of CSCFs: the Proxy CSCF (P-CSCF) which is

the first point of contact within the IMS for a SIP terminal; the Serving CSCF (S-

CSCF) which provides services to the user that the user is subscribed to; and

the Interrogating CSCF (I-CSCF) whose role is to identify the correct S-CSCF



and to forward to that S-CSCF a request received from a SIP terminal via a P-

CSCF.

A user registers in the IMS using the specified SIP REGISTER method. This is

a mechanism for attaching to the IMS and announcing to it the address at which

a SIP user identity can be reached. In 3GPP, when a SIP terminal performs a

registration, the IMS authenticates the user, and allocates a S-CSCF to that

user from the set of available S-CSCFs. Whilst the criteria for allocating S-

CSCFs is not specified by 3GPP, these may include load sharing and service

requirements. It is noted that the allocation of an S-CSCF is key to controlling

(and charging for) user access to IMS-based services. Operators may provide

a mechanism for preventing direct user-to-user SIP sessions, which sessions

would otherwise bypass the S-CSCF.

During the registration process, it is the responsibility of the I-CSCF to select an

S-CSCF if an S-CSCF is not already selected. The I-CSCF receives the

required S-CSCF capabilities from the home network's Home Subscriber Server

(HSS), and selects an appropriate S-CSCF based on the received capabilities.

It is noted that S-CSCF allocation is also carried for a user by the I-CSCF in the

case where the user is called by another party, and the user is not currently

allocated an S-CSCF. When a registered user subsequently sends a session

request to the IMS, the P-CSCF is able to forward the request to the selected S-

CSCF based on information received from the S-CSCF during the registration

process.

Every IMS user possesses one or more Private User Identities. A private

identity is assigned by the home network operator and is used by the IMS, for

example, for registration, authorisation, administration, and accounting

purposes. This identity takes the form of a Network Access Identifier (NAI) as

defined in RFC 2486 [14]. It is possible for a representation of the International

Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) to be contained within the NAI for the private

identity. In addition to a Private User Identity, every IMS user shall have one or

more Public User Identities. The Public User Identity/identities are used by any



user to request communications to other users. A user might for example

include a Public User Identity (but not a Private User Identity) on a business

card.

The IMS authentication procedure is described on a very high level in Figure 2.

The AKA protocol performs authentication of the User Equipment (UE) to the S-

CSCF and vice versa. Two keys result from the AKA run, namely a cipher key

(CK) and an integrity key (IK). These are generated at the Home Subscriber

Server (HSS) on the basis of a secret shared between the HSS and the USIM

or ISIM of the UE, and a random value RAND. The HSS also generates an

expected result XRES by applying a suitable function to the shared secret and

the random value. The keys, together with the RAND value, XRES and an

authentication token (AUTN), are sent by the HSS to the S-CSCF, which

forward the keys, RAND and AUTN values to the P-CSCF. The P-CSCF

forwards the RAND and AUTN values to the UE. The UE authenticates the S-

CSCF, and hence verifies the trust relationship between the S-CSCF and the P-

CSCF, using the AUTN value. The UE also generates the keys CK and IK

using the RAND value and the shared secret. On the basis of the keys CK and

IK, a secure IPsec tunnel is established between the P-CSCF and the UE. This

secures communication over the access network, and in particular the air

interface, which is located between the P-CSCF and the UE. The UE also

generates a result RES using the shared secret and the RAND value, and

returns this in a SIP REGISTER message to the S-CSCF. The S-CSCF

compares RES with XRES, and if the two agree, returns a SIP 200 OK to the

UE.

As the UE and the S-CSCF share the keys CK and IK after the AKA run, it

would be advantageous to be able to re-use these keys for subsequent

authentication/key establishment procedures carried out between the UE and

IMS Application Servers such as might be required, for example, when a

subscriber wishes to access specific IMS enabled services.



A suitable approach to key-reuse may be to employ the so-called Generic

Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA), which is discussed in the 3GPP Technical

Specification TS 33.220 with reference to 3G networks. GBA provides a

mechanism whereby a client terminal (UE) can be authenticated to a Network

Authentication Function (the service node), and secure session keys obtained

for use between the client terminal and the Network Authentication Function,

based upon the keys CK and IK obtained during an earlier run of the AKA

procedure. The simple network model for the GBA architecture is illustrated in

the left hand schematic diagram of Figure 3. When a UE and a NAF wish to

obtain session keys from the BSF, the NAF sends a key identifier (B-TID) to the

BSF, the key identifier containing an index, which index the BSF uses to identify

the UE and obtain appropriate NAF specific keys, which keys are then

forwarded to the NAF. The right hand schematic diagram of Figure 3 illustrates

the mapping of the GBA procedure to IMS. According to this mapping, the BSF

functionality is implemented at the S-CSCF, with the P-CSCF sitting between

the S-CSCF and the UE. This is considered in the ETSI TISPAN working group

proposal 07-TD-17.

Summary of the Invention

Applying the GBA procedure to the IMS will result in the P-CSCF having

knowledge of the cipher and integrity keys CK and IK. As these keys form the

basis for service keys derived for the NAFs, it will be possible for a

dishonest/compromised P-CSCF to intercept and decrypt associated traffic

between the UE and the NAF, or to "impersonate" the UE. As the P-CSCF may

not be under the control of the S-CSCF operator, as would be so in the case of

a roaming scenario, the P-CSCF cannot be entirely trusted.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a procedure for deriving

service keys using the IMS and which can provide strict key separation between

the keys used in the secure (IPsec) tunnel between the P-CSCF and the UE,

and the service keys.



According to a first aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of

securing communications between User Equipment and an application server

via an IP Multimedia Subsystem network, the method comprising:

running an Authentication and Key Agreement procedure between the

User Equipment and a Serving Call State Control Function of the IP Multimedia

Subsytem network in order to make available to the User Equipment and to a

Proxy Call State Control Function, keying material, and using at least a part of

said keying material to secure a communication tunnel between the User

Equipment and the Proxy Call State Control Function; and

deriving at least one application service key at the Serving Call State

Control Function using at least part of said keying material, providing said

application service key(s) to said application server, and deriving the same

application service key(s) at the User Equipment, wherein the Proxy Call State

Control Function is unable to derive said application service key.

In one embodiment of the present invention, said keying material comprises a

random value (RAND), and second cipher and integrity keys (CK ' , IK ' )

derivable from the random value and a key K shared between an Authentication

Centre (AuC) accessable to the S-CSCF, and the UE. Said keying material is

provided to the Proxy Call State Control Function by the Serving Call State

Control Function. The Proxy Call State Control Function forwards the random

value to the User Equipment, and the User Equipment applies a first key

derivation function to the random value RAND and the shared secret K to

generate first cipher and integrity keys (CK, IK), and applies a second key

derivation function to the first cipher and integrity keys to generate said second

cipher and integrity keys, whereupon a secure tunnel can be established

between the Proxy Call State Control Function and the User Equipment on the

basis of said second cipher and integrity keys. Said application service key is

derived at the User Equipment and at the Serving Call State Control Function

using said first cipher and integrity keys (CK, IK).

In a second embodiment of the present invention, said keying material

comprises first and second random values (RAND, RAND ' ) , and first cipher and



integrity keys (CK, IK) derivable from the first random value (RAND) and a key

K shared between AuC and UE. The Proxy Call State Control Function

forwards the random values to the User Equipment, and the User Equipment

applies a first key derivation function (using K) to the first random value RAND

to generate said first cipher and integrity keys CK, IK, whereupon a secure

tunnel can be established between the Proxy Call State Control Function and

the User Equipment on the basis of said first cipher and integrity keys. Said

application service key is derived at the User Equipment and at the Serving Call

State Control Function using said second random value (RAND ' ) . More

preferably, this derivation process involves deriving second cipher and integrity

keys CK ' , IK ' from the second random value RAND ' , using the same key

derivation function that was used to derive said first cipher and integrity keys,

and then applying a key derivation function to the second cipher and integrity

keys to generate the application service key.

In a further embodiment of the present invention, said steps of deriving an

application service key at the Serving Call State Control Function and at the

User Equipment comprise utilising a secret shared between the Serving Call

State Control Function, or at a node coupled to the Serving Call State Control

Function, and the User Equipment to derive the application service key from at

least part of said keying material.

In a typical application of the present invention, said application service key is

derived by applying a key derivation function to cipher and integrity keys, and to

a service node identifier. Other data may also be included as arguments to the

key derivation function.

According to a second aspect of the present invention there is provided User

Equipment for establishing a secure communication link with an application

server via an IP Multimedia Subsystem, the method comprising:

means for running an Authentication and Key Agreement procedure with

a Serving Call State Control Function of the IP Multimedia Subsystem network

in order to make available to the User Equipment and to a Proxy Call State



Control Function, keying material, and for using at least a part of said keying

material to secure a communication tunnel between the User Equipment and

the Proxy Call State Control Function;

means for deriving at least one application service key using at least part

of said keying material, wherein the Proxy Call State Control Function is unable

to derive said application service key(s); and

means for establishing a secure communication link with said application

server using said application service key(s).

Other aspects of the present invention relate to a Serving Call State Control

Function and to a Home Subscriber Server adapted to implement the method of

the above first aspect of the invention.

According to a third aspect of the present invention there is provided a method

of securing communications between User Equipment and an application server

via an IP Multimedia Subsystem network, the method comprising:

running an Authentication and Key Agreement procedure between the

User Equipment and a Serving Call State Control Function of the IP Multimedia

Subsystem network in order to make available to the User Equipment and to a

Proxy Call State Control Function, keying material, and using at least a part of

said keying material to secure a communication tunnel between the User

Equipment and the Proxy Call State Control Function; and

deriving at least one application service key at the Proxy Call State

Control Function using at least part of said keying material, sending said

application service key(s) to said application server, and deriving the same

application service key(s) at the User Equipment, whereby secure

communication between the User Equipment and the Application Server can be

facilitated.

According to a fourth aspect of the present invention there is provided a proxy

Call State Control Function node for use in an IP Multimedia Subsystem, the

node comprising:



means for running an Authentication and Key Agreement procedure with

User Equipment and a Serving Call State Control Function in order to make

keying material available to the User Equipment and to the Proxy Call State

Control Function, and using at least a part of said keying material to secure a

communication tunnel between the User Equipment and the Proxy Call State

Control Function; and

means for deriving at least one application service key at the Proxy Call

State Control Function using at least part of said keying material, and for

providing said application service key(s) to said application server to provide

secure communication between the User Equipment and the Application

Server.

According to a fifth aspect of the present invention there is provided a method of

securing communications between User Equipment and an Application Server

via an IP Multimedia Subsytem network, the method comprising:

when the Application Server is located within the home network of the

User Equipment, employing the method of the above first aspect of the

invention to secure communications between User Equipment and the

Application Server; and

when the Application Server is located within a visited network,

employing the method of the above third aspect of the invention to secure

communications between User Equipment and the Application Server.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 illustrates schematically an IP Multimedia Subsystem architecture

within a cellular telecommunications network;

Figure 2 illustrates an IMS authentication procedure for User Equipment;

Figure 3 illustrates schematically the generic GBA architecture, and the GBA

architecture mapped to the IMS;

Figure 4 illustrates a process for establishing keying information shared

between a UE and a NAF of an IMS according to a first embodiment of the

invention;



Figure 5 illustrates a process for establishing keying information shared

between a UE and a NAF of an IMS according to a second embodiment of the

invention;

Figure 6 is a block diagram illustrating implementation of BSF functionality at a

P-CSCF of the IMS;

Figure 7 illustrates a process for establishing keying information shared

between a UE and a NAF of an IMS according to a further embodiment of the

invention; and

Figure 8 illustrates a process for establishing keying information shared

between a UE and a NAF of an IMS according to a still further embodiment of

the invention.

Detailed Description of Certain Embodiments

As has already been described above with reference to Figure 2, a secure

IPsec tunnel can be established between the User Equipment (UE) and the P-

CSCF on the basis of the cipher and integrity keys CK, IK. Consider now the

case where the S-CSCF derives further keys CK ' and IK ' as follows:

CK1= KDF(CK, P_CSCF_ID)

IK1= KDF(IK, P_CSCF_ID)

where KDF is a Key Derivation Function (for example as defined for GBA).

Rather than providing CK and IK to the P-CSCF, the S-CSCF provides the

derived keys CK1and IK1as the keys to use for the IPsec tunnel. However, the

RAND value provided by the S-CSCF to the UE via the P-CSCF remains the

RAND value used to generate the primary keys CK and IK. Thus, the UE is

able to generate CK and IK and, using the function KDF, the derived keys CK1

and IK1.

The steps of the detailed process are as follows (Figure 4), where ISIM refers to

either an ISIM or USIM application that resides on either a smart-card in the UE

or to a software application in the UE.

•The UE sends a SIP register to the S-CSCF



•The S-CSCF fetches an Authentication Vector, AV = (RAND, CK, IK, XRES,

AUTN), from the HSS

•The S-CSCF derives the two new keys CK' and IK' from CK and IK

respectively using some KDF, e.g.,

CK1= KDF(CK, P_CSCF_ID)

IK1= KDF(IK, P_CSCF_ID)

•The S-CSCF creates a new special AV = (RAND, CK', IK', XRES, AUTN) to

the P-CSCF.

•The P-CSCF receives AV and forwards RAND/AUTN to the UE (this step is

marked with circle 1 in Figure 4)

•The UE receives the RAND/AUTN and runs this tuple through the ISIM. The

result of this operation is that the UE gets back CK and IK from the ISIM. The

UE now applies the same KDF as was used by the S-CSCF to compute CK'

and IK'. This step is marked with circle 2 in the Figure.

-The UE and the P-CSCF establish an IPsec tunnel based on CK' and IK'.

•In the step marked with circle 3 in the Figure, the UE derives a service specific

key Ks_NAF for the particular NAF it wishes to communicate with. This may be

done by applying a KDF, potentially the same as the one previously used, to CK

and IK and the NAFJD. Alternatively, Ks_NAF could be derived by applying a

KDF to keys CK" and IK" and the NAFJD, where for example:

CK" = KDF(CK, <some GBA ID>, <other param>)

IK" = KDF(IK, <some GBA ID>, <other param>).

The reason for deriving CK" and IK" is that a NAF may want to have separate

integrity and ciphering keys for the security protocol used between the UE and

itself. The NAF could then use CK" and IK" directly. The <some GBA ID>

parameter is an ID that identifies the enhanced GBA system (e.g., the string

"eGBA", or the string "eGBA@operator.com"), and is used in order to tie the

generated keys to this particular key distribution system and to avoid potential

key-collisions.

The UE then contacts the NAF and provides the NAF with an identity that

uniquely identifies the CK/IK that resulted from the IMS registration. This

identity is (in GBA) called B-TID, and is provided to the UE from the BSF during



the AKA procedure, i.e. it is provided by the S-CSCF during the IMS registration

procedure (when AKA is run).

•The NAF contacts the S-CSCF and requests the Ks_NAF corresponding to the

given B-TID.

-The S-CSCF derives the Ks_NAF from CK and IK in the same way the UE did.

The S-CSCF returns the Ks_NAF to the NAF, e.g., Ks_NAF = KDF(CK", IK",

NAFJD, <other param>)

•The UE and the NAF can now establish a secure connection based on

Ks_NAF.

Implementation of this process will require changes to the S-CSCF and,

perhaps more significantly, to the UEs, even where certain UEs do not require

to make use of the additional functionality provided by the GBA process. Whilst

this may involve merely a software upgrade to legacy UEs, updating may be

cumbersome. This problem is avoided by implementing an alternative process.

This involves including a second RAND/AUTN pair (namely RAND ' and AUTN ' )

in the initial IMS AKA exchange. In this way, the UE and the S-CSCF can

establish two sets of shared keys (CK, IK, and CK ' , IK ' ) . The first key set is

used to establish the IPsec tunnel between the P-CSCF and the UE, whilst the

second set can be used to derive keys for the IMS application servers. This

alternative process is depicted in Figure 5. In the event that the UE is a legacy

UE which does not support the enhanced GBA functionality, it will simply not

see, or ignore, the RAND ' and AUTN ' values, and will process only RAND and

AUTN as normal.

The detailed process steps are as follows:

•The UE sends a SIP register to the S-CSCF.

•The S-CSCF fetches an AV = (RAND, CK, IK, XRES, AUTN) and an AV =

(RAND', CK', IK', XRES', AUTN') from the HSS.

-The S-CSCF sends AV and AV to the P-CSCF.

•The P-CSCF receives AV and AV and forwards RAND/AUTN and

RAND/AUTN' to the UE (this step is marked with circle 1 in Figure 5).



•The UE receives the RAND/AUTN and RANDVAUTN' and runs the

RAND/AUTN through the ISIM. The result of this operation is that the UE gets

back CK and IK from the ISIM. The UE uses CK and IK to establish the IPsec

tunnel with the P-CSCF. The UE runs RANDVAUTN' through the ISIM and as a

result gets back CK' and IK' from the ISIM. This step is marked with circle 2 in

the Figure.

•In the step marked with circle 3 in the Figure, the UE derives a service specific

key Ks_NAF for the particular NAF it wishes to communicate with. This is done

by applying a KDF to CK' and IK' and NAFJD.

The UE contacts the NAF and provides the NAF with an identity (e.g. B-TID)

that uniquely identifies the CKVIK' that resulted from the IMS registration.

•The NAF contacts the S-CSCF and requests the Ks_NAF corresponding to the

given B-TID.

•The S-CSCF derives the Ks_NAF from CK' and IK' in the same way the UE

did. The S-CSCF returns the Ks_NAF to the NAF.

•The UE and the NAF can now establish a secure connection based on

Ks_NAF.

Whilst the alternative approach also requires changes to the S-CSCF, the

RAND7AUTN ' can be included in the initial IMS AKA exchange in such a way

that legacy UEs can still function in the network, i.e. establish a secure tunnel

with the P-CSCF. For example, RAND7AUTN ' can be present in a new SIP

header, which will not be recognized (and hence ignored) by a legacy UE. Of

course, legacy UEs will still not be able to access Application Servers that

require a key derived from the RAND7AUTN ' pair.

In a further alternative process, the application service key(s) is(are) derived by

following the conventional IMS AKA process, i.e. as illustrated in Figure 2, and

post processing the resulting keys, CK/IK, using a KDF. This is achieved by

including an additional argument into the KDF that is known only to the S-

CSCF and the UE, i.e., a shared secret. The P-CSCF will again not be able to

derive the application service key(s). For example, part (or all) of the KDF could

be implemented as a soft-SIM in the UE or a new or existing SIM application in



a smart-card accessed by the UE. The KDF could for example contain a

regular SIM application as a sub-function. From the network's point of view, the

shared secret could be stored in the Authentication Centre (AuC) - it could

potentially be the same shared secret used to derive the authentication vectors.

This would require that it be possible to request from the AuC, the result of

running a given RAND through a particular function (the function could be part

of the AuC or it could be supplied by the S-CSCF). The shared secret could

also be stored in any other database which responds to queries to compute the

function on the given RAND from the S-CSCF.

If the key derivation step described in the previous paragraph is done after a

regular IMS registration, the solution will not affect legacy UEs, but the legacy

UEs will of course not be able to derive the application service key(s).

However, this alternative process is not necessarily optimal because of the

significant changes required at the UE and within the IMS.

The S-CSCF may restrict the usage of Application Service keys based on the

public user identities received during registration. The S-CSCF can re-use the

current IMS subscription handling mechanism for this. When a user registers to

the IMS, the user may register one or more public identities, of which some may

be classified as barred (not allowed except for limited use cases). The S-CSCF

can also ensure that barred identities will not be used by enhanced GBA, by

comparing the identity received from the Application Server (to which it requests

an AS key) with the barred identities. Of course, the S-CSCF may apply a local

policy to allow or disallow enhanced GBA functionality for given users or public

user identities, independently of user access to other services.

The approach described above assumes that the Application Server (NAF)

knows the identity of, and is able to communicate with, the S-CSCF. This will

be the case when the Application Server is located within the same network as

the S-CSCF. However, that may not be the case, and the Application Server

may, for example, be located in the same visited network as the P-CSCF. In

this case, the P-CSCF may act as having the BSF functionality toward the AS in



the visited network. This is illustrated in Figure 6. The AS in the visited network

must be able to determine whether to contact the P-CSCF or the local S-CSCF

(for non-roaming users) to get the AS keys. The AS can make this

determination based upon the SIP URI / IMPU or the B-TID (the B-TID contains

the name of the UE's home operator) given by the UE. A UE's home operator

can decide whether to allow roaming to visited ASs by choosing whether or not

to distribute the GBA keys (CK and IK) to the P-CSCF. Figure 7 shows the

message flow for this case. In this first scenario, the derivation of the

secondary keys (CK1, IK1) and (CK", IK") can be done locally within the P-CSCF.

Firstly, CK ' and IK ' are derived to secure the IPsec tunnel between the UE and

the P-CSCF:

CK1= KDF(CK, UEJD)

IK1= KDF(IK, UEJD)

Secondly, CK" and IK" are derived:

CK" = KDF(CK, GBA-ID, <other param>)

IK" = KDF(IK, GBA-ID, <other param>)

CK" and IK " are used to derive the AS key (using AS-SERV-ID).

In case separate quintets are used for access security and GBA, the process is

as detailed in Figure 8. Note that in this case, CK" and IK" are distributed to the

P-CSCF so that it can derive the Application Service (AS) keys for the different

local ASs in the visited network.

Embodiments of the present invention may provide one or more of the following

advantages:

A reduction in the complexity of implementation and in the number of interfaces

required by the UE, Application Server and HSS, since GBA per se is not

required to establish service keys.

A reduction in the number of roundtrips needed before a secure IMS service

can be established.

Strict key separation between keys of individual services.

Cryptographic separation of the access protection keys from the services keys.

Stricter policy control of other Application Services by the IMS system.



Correlation of IMS access with service access.

Avoidance of the need for extra infrastructure elements or extra interfaces to

allow Application Service access.

Transparency to the Application Services (as the Zn interface is not affected).

It will be appreciated by those of skill in the art that various modifications may

be made to the above described embodiments without departing from the scope

of the present invention.



Claims

1. A method of securing communications between User Equipment and an

application server via an IP Multimedia Subsystem network, the method

comprising:

running an Authentication and Key Agreement procedure between the

User Equipment and a Serving Call State Control Function of the IP Multimedia

Subsystem network in order to make available to the User Equipment and to a

Proxy Call State Control Function, keying material, and using at least a part of

said keying material to secure a communication tunnel between the User

Equipment and the Proxy Call State Control Function; and

deriving at least one application service key at the Serving Call State

Control Function using at least part of said keying material, providing said

application service key(s) to said application server, and deriving the same

application service key(s) at the User Equipment, wherein the Proxy Call State

Control Function is unable to derive said application service key(s).

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein said keying material comprises a

random value, and second cipher and integrity keys derivable from the random

value, the method comprising providing these values to the Proxy Call State

Control Function from the Serving Call State Control Function, the Proxy Call

State Control Function forwarding the random value to the User Equipment, and

the User Equipment applying a first key derivation function to the random value

to generate first cipher and integrity keys, and applying a second key derivation

function to the first cipher and integrity keys to generate said second cipher and

integrity keys, whereupon a secure tunnel can be established between the

Proxy Call State Control Function and the User Equipment on the basis of said

second cipher and integrity keys.

3. A method according to claim 2, wherein said second cipher and integrity

keys are derivable from the random value and from a secret shared between

the User equipment and the Serving Call State Control Function or a node

couple to the Serving Call State Control Function.



4. A method according to claim 2 or 3 and comprising deriving said

application service key(s) at the User Equipment and at the Serving Call State

Control Function using one or both of said first cipher and integrity keys.

5. A method according to claim 1, wherein said keying material comprises

first and second random values and first cipher and integrity keys derivable from

the first random value, the method comprising forwarding the random values

from the Proxy Call State Control Function to the User Equipment, and the User

Equipment applying a first key derivation function to the first random value to

generate first cipher and integrity keys, whereupon a secure tunnel can be

established between the Proxy Call State Control Function and the User

Equipment on the basis of said first cipher and integrity keys.

6. A method according to claim 5, wherein said application service key(s)

is(are) derived at the User Equipment and at the Serving Call State Control

Function using said second random value.

7. A method according to claim 6 and comprising deriving second cipher

and integrity keys from the second random value, and then applying a key

derivation function to the second cipher and integrity keys to generate the

application service key(s).

8. A method according to claim 1, said steps of deriving an application

service key or keys at the Serving Call State Control Function and at the User

Equipment comprise utilising a secret shared between the Serving Call State

Control Function, or a node coupled to the Serving Call State Control Function,

and the User Equipment to derive the application service key(s) from at least

part of said keying material.

9. A method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said

application service key(s) is(are) derived by applying a key derivation function to

cipher and integrity keys, and to a service node identifier.



10. User Equipment for establishing a secure communication link with an

application server via an IP Multimedia Subsystem, the method comprising:

means for running an Authentication and Key Agreement procedure with

a Serving Call State Control Function of the IP Multimedia Subsystem network

in order to make available to the User Equipment and to a Proxy Call State

Control Function, keying material, and for using at least a part of said keying

material to secure a communication tunnel between the User Equipment and

the Proxy Call State Control Function;

means for deriving at least one application service key using at least part

of said keying material, wherein the Proxy Call State Control Function is unable

to derive said application service key(s); and

means for establishing a secure communication link with said application

server using said application service key(s).

11. A method of securing communications between User Equipment and an

application server via an IP Multimedia Subsystem network, the method

comprising:

running an Authentication and Key Agreement procedure between the

User Equipment and a Serving Call State Control Function of the IP Multimedia

Subsystem network in order to make available to the User Equipment and to a

Proxy Call State Control Function, keying material, and using at least a part of

said keying material to secure a communication tunnel between the User

Equipment and the Proxy Call State Control Function; and

deriving at least one application service key at the Proxy Call State

Control Function using at least part of said keying material, providing said

application service key(s) to said application server, and deriving the same

application service key(s) at the User Equipment, whereby secure

communication between the User Equipment and the Application Server can be

facilitated.

12. A proxy Call State Control Function node for use in an IP Multimedia

Subsystem, the node comprising:



means for running an Authentication and Key Agreement procedure with

User Equipment and a Serving Call State Control Function in order to make

keying material available to the User Equipment and to the Proxy Call State

Control Function, and using at least a part of said keying material to secure a

communication tunnel between the User Equipment and the Proxy Call State

Control Function; and

means for deriving at least one application service key at the Proxy Call

State Control Function using at least part of said keying material, and for

providing said application service key(s) to said application server to provide

secure communication between the User Equipment and the Application

Server.

13. A method of securing communications between User Equipment and an

Application Server via an IP Multimedia Subsystem network, the method

comprising:

when the Application Server is located within the home network of the

User Equipment, employing the method of claim 1 to secure communications

between User Equipment and the Application Server; and

when the Application Server is located within a visited network,

employing the method of claim 10 to secure communications between User

Equipment and the Application Server.
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